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placed on the ends of longitudinal barriers and are frequently hit by vehicles
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that leave the roadway.
Since the late 1980s, there has been a sustained and continuing effort to
improve the safety of barrier end treatments.
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Energy-absorbing barrier end treatments are effective at reducing the severity
of collisions. Fatalities can be reduced by up to 78 percent, and injuries by up
to 68 percent, with the introduction of these devices.
An end terminal has two primary functions: 1) to render the end of the barrier
safe when impacted head-on, and 2) to provide anchorage to the system,
often with an anchor cable. It has to be tested according the ENV 1317-4
standard, which deals with impact tests acceptance criteria and test methods
for terminals and transitions of safety barriers.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

X-Tension DS® is very easy to install. With the use of proper tools and

X-Tension DS is a fully redirective guardrail end terminal.

hours depending on site conditions, traffic, size and experience of work crew,

The unique X-Tension DS® technology is a tension based solution rather than

and quality of tools. X-Tension DS® technology provides a greater length of

compression based. It offers exceptional vehicle control and energy absorbing

protective barrier in every situation, therefore reducing the length and cost of

capabilities in head on impacts. X-Tension DS®

installations.

®

substantially consists of an

trained crew of 2/3 workers, the estimated time for installation is about 2/3

impact head with a bake bar inside, a slider assembly and slider bracket, a

X-Tension DS® is safe. The impact force held in tension therefore there is

cable anchor bracket, a foundation anchor assembly, two cable assemblies, a

less chance of kinked rail.

ground strut, steel breakaway posts and three posts and three 2-beam

X-Tension DS® is easy to transport.

standard panels.

X-Tension DS® is very flexible. Parts Interchangeable between X-Tension

This exclusive technology features tangent end terminals with the length of

DS® and X-Tension 110® systems.

need starting at post 1, rather than at post 3. X-Tension DS® is capable of

X-Tension DS® is tested according ENV 1317-4 and NCHRP 350 at

redirecting vehicles of 900 to 1500 kg impacting the side of the system at an

110km/h.

angle of up to 20° and 110 km/h when impacting from the length of need.

X-Tension DS® is a tension based system.

When impacted head on, the vehicle is brought to a controlled stop or allowed
to penetrate to the back side, depending on the impact conditions. In all head
EN

on impacts, varying amounts of energy are dissipated depending on the

EN

length of time the vehicle remains in contact with the impact head.
During head on impacts, X-Tension DS® is energy absorbing with resistance
at the impact head rather than being transferred down the rail as in other
terminals. Even high angle (15° during testing) impacts on the nose resulted
in the vehicle being redirected and controlled. The head, rail one and the
slider telescope over rail two until rail two comes to rest in the back of the
impact head. At this point, the V-notch bolts joining rails two and three are
sheared allowing the entire rail one, head, slider and rail two assembly to
slide over rail three. As the head is pushed down the two cables, the cables
are pulled through the cable friction plate in a twisting path which dissipates
the energy.
WHY

CHOOSING

X-Tension DS®:

X-Tension DS® is suitable for all road types: Motorways, country roads,
city streets for speed categories up to 110 km/h.
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INSTALLATION
Placement and use of the X-Tension DS® Terminal should be done in
accordance with the guidelines and recommendations set forth in the
Installation and Maintenance Manual. The X-Tension DS® Terminal is an
engineered safety device made up of a relatively small number of parts.
Before starting installation ensure that the installer is trained to the required
standards and familiar with the components and layout of the system.
Before installing an X-Tension DS® Terminal, ensure that all materials
required for the system are on site and have been identified.
Ensure that the area where the X-Tension DS® is to be installed is
prepared so that the ground anchor will not protrude more than 100mm
above ground level.
Install posts 2 to 6 at correct spacing and height.
Install post 1, ground strut and ground anchor. Hang beam 3 and fix rope
anchor bracket . Hang X-Tension DS® beam 2 and fit shear bolts. Attach
slider bracket to X-Tension DS® beam 2. Assemble slider panel onto X-

EN

®

Tension DS beam 1. Hang X-Tension DS
Install the ropes.

EN

beam 1. Attach impact head.

Turn the friction plate. Tighten the ropes. Attach

secondary impact head. Attach backside beam 3 and beam 2. Attach
slider bracket to backside beam 2. Hang curved backside beam 1. Attach
nose.
For more details please ask for the installation and maintenance manual.
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SPECIFICATIONS

CRASH TESTS TABLE

The device is a Redirective end terminal, as defined by the European
Standard.
It can be used anywhere protection against impact is required for obstacles,
including structures, and on any road surface.
The containment level

is P4 in accordance with the standard ENV1317-

4:2000 which is used to evaluate the end terminals.
It means that the X-Tension DS® was

tested and simulated, considering all

the 4 crash tests required conditions for a double side end terminal in this
class, and listed in the table below:

TEST

EN

1)

APPROACH

TT 2.1.100

Head on nose 1/4

TT 1.3.110

TOTAL VEHICLE
MASS KG

VELOCITY KM/
H

900

100

Head-on centre

1500

110

TT 4.3.110

Side, 15° 2/3 L

1500

110

TT 5.1.100

Side, 165° 1/2 L

900

100

EN

1)Test notation as follows:
TT test of the terminal
1 approach
2 test vehicle mass: 1 = 900 kg, 2 = 1300 kg, 3 = 1500 kg
100 impact speed
NOTE 1 To avoid ambiguity, the numbering of the approach path in table 1 and in Figure 3 is the same as
in EN 1317-3; approach 3 is present in EN 1317-3 as test 3 for crash cushions, but it is not required for
Terminals.
NOTE 2 Test 5 will not be run for a crash cushion of non-parallel from when, at the relevant impact point
the angle (α) of the vehicle path the traffic face of the crash cushion is less than 5°.
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REUSABILITY

FAQ

®

X-Tension DS is a reparable device. Types of repair are divided into two
categories: Traffic Face Impacts and Head on Impacts.
The key repair steps in traffic face impacts are:

barrier so as to lessen the impact in the event of a collision. It is part of the
2. What are the dangers involved in colliding with an obstacle?

2. Remove damaged beam

When a collision occurs any unrestrained body in the vehicle continues to

3. Remove components from beams

follow the trajectory of the vehicle and so smashes into the sides of the

4. Remove damaged posts

vehicle itself, causing fractures and in many cases irreparable damage to

5. Assess damage

internal organs.

6. Reassemble
In traffic face impacts any part that cannot be reused must be replaced with a
REPLACE THE YELLOW SHEAR BOLTS.

If undamaged ropes can

be reused.
Generally, all the specialized components of the system such as the head and
brackets should be undamaged.
EN

An End Terminal is a treatment of the beginning and/or the end of a safety
family of safety fences.

1. Remove ropes

new part. ALWAYS

1. What is an "End Terminal"?

Key repair steps in head on impacts are:
1. Remove the rope
2. Pull the beams back
3. Remove components from beams
4. Remove damaged posts
5. Assess damage
6. Reassemble
In head on impacts any part that cannot be reused must be replaced with a
new part. In minor impacts (beams telescoped less than 3 meters) the ropes
can be reused by turning them end for end. If additional damage has

If the passenger is wearing a seatbelt, the body is restrained but the internal
organs can suffer the effects of strong acceleration and be ruptured.
Moreover, the head is not restrained and may suffer trauma to the cervical
vertebrae (whiplash) or injury from banging against the inside of the vehicle.
During the design stages, car manufacturers run crash impact tests at speeds
of up to 50 km/h, even for top of the range models, so the injuries are
probably very serious in traffic accidents occurring at speeds greater than 50
km/h.
3. How does a X-Tension DS® work?
For traffic face impacts, tension in the rail is transferred via the cables to the
foundation anchor to provide containment and redirection. For head-on and
angled impacts directly at the end, friction between the cables and the impact
head dissipates crash energy and the slider/slider bracket assembly allows the
first W-beam rail segment to slide back along the segment and away from the
impacting vehicle.

occurred, replace the ropes. Generally, all the specialized components of the
system such as the head and brackets should be undamaged.
CARE
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MUST BE TAKEN WHEN REMOVING THE ROPES.
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4. What’s the difference between a tension based system and a

Ensure that the area where the X-Tension DS® has to be installed is ready for

compression based system?

the installation (the criteria are the same requested for the installation of the

A tension based system relies solely on components contained in the impact

safety barrier). X-Tension DS® can be placed on stabilized ground, asphalt or

head as it moves down the length of the system during an impact.

concrete.

A

9. What is the X-Tension DS® Posts behavior?

typical

compression

based

system

relies

on

multiple

components

downstream from the impact head. Therefore, there is less component

The terminal posts behave exactly like the barrier ones. Laterally, they react

interactivity with a tension based system.

to the vehicle containment together with the beams traction.

5. Energy Absorbing or Non-Energy Absorbing?

Frontally, the system is dimensioned so that the energy is absorbed mainly by

Some end treatments absorb energy from an impacting vehicle, and some do

the deformation (and partially by friction) of the wire ropes.

not. The X-Tension DS® End Terminal is an energy-absorbing system.

The posts felling is caused by plastic hinge shaped some cm underneath the

The conditions at a particular site may determine that an energy-absorbing

ground. To help the felling, in case of head-on impact, the posts have been

terminal is more desirable than a non-energy-absorbing terminal because of

weakened through localized deformation, without material removal. Moreover,

the proximity of the end terminal hazard.

the posts have been worked on the top in order to unhook easily from the

6. To what kind of barrier can the X-Tension DS® End Terminal be

beam in case of head-on impact, in order to avoid the system sticking.

connected?

10. Which are Advantages and Benefits?

X-Tension can be directly connected to the existing barrier as long as its

X-Tension DS® is a redirective end terminal, it begins to redirect already at

height, profile and dimension are the same of the barrier’s one. On the

post 1. That means that there is no length of need.

contrary, it’s necessary to study suitable connections, in order to avoid

X-Tension DS® is universal applicable. It can be installed in any location

possible discontinuities. Snoline is able to realize connections to most type of

suitable for an end terminal.

barrier. Please contact the Commercial Department for more information.

The tension technology allows impact resistance at the impact head.

7. Where should the X-Tension DS® be placed?

X-Tension DS® uses locally supplied materials with kit of X-Tension parts.

The end terminal has to be placed in front of a barrier in order to guarantee

X-Tension DS® can be directly connected to all W profile beams and can be

the continuity of the barrier lateral surface facing traffic. Therefore, as the

connect to all other guardrails through suitable connections.

barrier spacer blocks and

11. What maintenance is required?

posts could be different from the end terminal

EN

ones, during the installation the barrier line has to be traced with a rope

When not in use, the X-Tension DS® is a static system and does not require

(along which the terminal beams have to be placed) in order to place correctly

any maintenance in order to function. However, because it is exposed to the

the terminal posts.

elements and to pollutants in the air, it is a good idea to carry out an annual

8. Where should the X-Tension DS® be placed (2)?

cleaning, thorough inspection and protection of all the important parts.

X-Tension DS® End Terminal has been designed to be installed in verge

The installation and maintenance manual provides details of these procedures

reserve and median locations, as terminal section (at the beginning or at the

and the necessary equipment.

end) of a safety barrier.
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12. What about X-Tension DS® transportation?
The X-Tension DS® terminal is very easy to be transported to site. It weights
only 680kg.
13. How to get spare parts?
Spare parts are available at local distribution or through Snoline s.p.a. and
can be shipped within 24 hours upon acceptance of an order.
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DRAWINGS

PICTURES
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CRASH TESTS RESULTS
Hereinafter the crash tests results. The complete crash tests reports are
available at Snoline s.p.a.
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APPROVALS
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